When I create a new site and I add the `switch_themes` module, it does not show up. Instead, I get a "Module error" box (see picture 01) which tells me I need to activate the "users can change theme" feature.

So far, so good (except for the weird placement of the box in the bottom but that's off topic here).

When I check this "users can change theme" feature in the "Module error" box and save, I get a CSRF error and nothing is actually done 😞.

That's the issue I report

See picture 02
Comments

Fabio Montefuscolo 24 Jan 19 16:42 GMT-0000
Please, test it again at r68805 branches/19.x

Jean-Marc Libs 24 Jan 19 17:24 GMT-0000
Yes!
The issue is fixed as described.

Now about usability:
If admin is in "Basic" mode, no checkbox shows up in admin section 😞
A new bug entry? Shall we keep this one open?

Fabio Montefuscolo 24 Jan 19 18:20 GMT-0000
Ok, another adjust to this issue too. Please, check it again!
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The original document is available at http://dev.tiki.org/item6941-CSRF-on-using-module-error-messages